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F&War Efforts Today
ipmind Profs. Of 1918

tnUni

By DOROTHY FOSTER '42
^ about twenty-five years
was.
I f06 ""gates eds dug trenches in
'f ^Jolm Bertram Hall, did patrol
/fore Parker, and marched in
Wfi be t0 social events, which, for
. ""Ided at 10:00 o'clock. The

Another college student was Dr.
Walter Lawrance, in his junior year VOL. LX1X. NO. 19.
BATES COLLEGE, LEWI8TON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1942
at McMaster University. At the Aetna
Chemical Co., in Quebec, he worked
with fellow chemists in making
smokeless powder, and this meant
V '«■ rid 'ft'ar nad more si8nin" working as we are coming to underP*
ddenly than a mere sugar stand it, twenty-four hours a day,
P* S for college students in all seven days a week. Dr. Lawrance de""""ton's leading institutions were scribes the plant as being built in
, or postponing plans because separate units, different processes beM
great conflict, and the very ing worked out in each of the several
re now our instructors, buildings. The vahie of this arrange*no a
I^ected as vitaUy as our pres- ment was made obvious wnen one of
""college generation.
the buildings exploded. Forty men esBy WENDELL JAMES '45
„ Never Saw
caped by way-of the automatio
On Monday evening, in the Chapel,
In Cavalry
chutes, fifteen died, fourteen of whom
Vincent Sheean, world famous forWilliam H. Sawyer took a had reached the chutes too late.
eign correspondent, author and lec[ vale Medical School in the Lawrance Graduated
turer, appeared as the third speaker
i,. Laboiaioi-y for the summer, in Class Of Seven
»oicU pia<:e he was sent to WinThe second part of Dr. Lawrance's in the George Colby Chase Lecture
\
Last Friday the women of the stuEngland, and thence to Dijon, wartime work was accomplished back series. Having returned from Europe
In a base hospital in Mar- at his University, where he carried on and the Far East only a few weeks dent body voted favorably on a new
was a member of a picked his studies and instructed women In ago, Mr. Sheean discussed the pres- amendment to the Constitution of the
The Carnival Hop Committee, unof technicians and chemists laboratory tasks to relieve the chem- ent war with Japan and the events Women's Student Government Assoder
its co-chairmen, Laighton Watts
I jlere be worked until after the ists, of whom there was a shortage. which led up to it
ciation, in order that the method of
'43 and Jean Keneston '42, has been
nomination
of
officers
might
be
The
lecturer
pointed
out
that
the
Ijstice. Tbiough this embarkation In the spring and summer of 1918 he
rapidly making preparations for the
streamed all races of men, in- worked on dyeing wool for uniforms, roots of this conflict go back half a changed- The article originally read: highlight affair of the annual Winter
"SECTION 2—ELECTION
\i and Will lrom African troops and graduated in a class whose mem- century to the outbreak of the first
Carnival which will be presented
war between Japan and China in
"(a) A committee of five, consistJJ their jagged knife-weapons, to bers had dwindled to seven.
ing of the President of the Associa- Saturday evening, Jan. 31.
The present war is different from 1895. It was as a result of this war
lisUan and French fighters.
The theme of the hop will be
that Japan obtained the stragetlc is- tion and a member of each of the four
nusual training was that of Dr. the last only in that of degree. Dr.
land of Formosa, and was first recog- classes, shall be elected by the Stu- "Day Dreams at Midnight". The Bobjiii JI. Wright, who took courses Lawrance believes. Classes are decinized as a great world power by the dent Government Board to nominate cats will furnish the music for danreading air photogrpahs at the mated, students are* made to rearwestern nations. Since that time the candjdates. Only Senior members of' cing which will commence at 8:00
oan Ko.:ak School. From this range schedules and go ahead under
desire of Japan has been to conquer the Student Government Board may o'clock and last until midnight. Bids
,1 Ue veui to Cornell University new order. What disturbs hm, is that
China and thus gain control of all serve on the Nominating Committee. for the very colorful affair, which cliadiam^u training. On getting we are taking such a fatalistic attiEast Asia. This policy led Japan to Num.es of the nominees must be post- maxes the entire Carnival week end.
uj..oier, his duties were tude. He feels that this may be due
ELIZABETH
-nake many unreasonable demands ed at least one week In advance of cost $1.10 per couple and may be senad to the Intelligence De- in part to a past attitude of excestne date of
cured
from
David
NIckerson
'42
and
upon China, to Invade Manchuria in
election."
ient and
before
adjustment sive pacificism coming from the literThe change that was proposed and Deane Hoyt '41. Dress will be semi1931, and finally led to the Sinobe ni;.de, the war was ended, ature read "and written since the war. Japanese War which has been going voted on is:
formal.
was a junior at Lehigh when I The point is that we should realize on for over five years. Mr. Sheean
Those in charge emphasize that
"SECTION 2—ELECTION
led in the cavalry, and I never that in a world half aggressive and related that during this fifty-year
"(a) There shall be a committee of practical and concrete application
ahorse:'' Dr. Fisher affirms. lu- militant, the other half can't be paci- period the United States government five consisting of the President of will be made of the abstract concept,
be was sent to Columbus Bar- fists and survive.
has maintained a consistent and the Association, ex officio, and a n*.em- Beauty, which has been made so much
'"Humorous
happenings
in the never-changing attitude toward the ber of each of the four classes lo of since the days of the ancient
s, Ohio, where he was for sixteen
Ha in the medical corps, doing army? Oh yes, I know a lot that hap- Far East He slated that the Open nominate candidates for election. Greek philosophers. The intermission
logical research, work as a lab- pened to other folks in my battery. Door in China has been a cornerstone The class representatives shall be period promises to offer much of intechnician and in taking No debate trip passes but what I re- of our foreign policy in much the elected at a mass meeting of the St" terest that cannot be disclosed yet.
■Eavs. He didn't go overseas, but call a dozen or so, arivays the same same way as has been the Monroe dent Government Association by preones, I am told. But as for me, noththat "I saw a lot who did".
DS?tri*«,-^-naVe-TJ6Gr. -OPPOsed to ferential voting, each girl to be electof the iiiuiiy to lake Student ing much funny "happened to me in Japanese interference in China ae* *3 ttf &e_ members of her own class
y Corps training was Professor the army." This was Prof. Qlmby cause those markets are vital to our exclusively. Names ot tue nonni
Whitbeck, then a freshmau at talking.
economic system.
are to be posted at least one week In
ns
(Continued on paga four
Iton College.
After presenting this background, advance of the date of election."

Sheean Admonishes
Ill-Advised Optimists
Lecturer Calmly
Examines Critical
Pacific Situation

Outdoor Events Feature
OC Winter Carnival

Women Vote To
Amend Constitution Bobcats Syncopate
Provide Change
At Carnival Hop
In Method Of
Nominating Ofticers

J-

PRICE: 10 CENTS

DIRECT CARNIVAL

OC Condenses
Program; Retains
Essential Features

Tickets Cost $1.10
For "Day Dreams
At Midnight"

In spite of the fact that one whole
day has been taken from the Ume
usually alloted to the Winter Carnival, the varloua committees working
under Co-Directors Elizabeth Moore
'42 and John Lloyd '42 and faculty
adviser Dr. William Sawyer, have
compressed the usual number ot
events into a shorter time in order to
offer students the most enjoyment.
Only those events have been eliminated which are not really essential
to a successful mid-winter relaxation
after the examination period.
MOORE '42

Industrialist Considers
Government Rega.a!l?

TasAington, D. C, Alert, Sets
\kample For Nation At War
By VIRGINIA SIMONS '44
|Tishington today is a much differ- officers as well as for selectees ia
'city than the capital of our na-j given at this fort. Now the period of
i In peacetime. Of course people training for draftees has been shortU'ashington have been preparing1 ened to ten weeks. An interesting
'Mr lor some time, but now that feature of Fort Belvoir is the so
I conflict has actually come the city called obstacle area. Here the men
ents a changed and unique ap- are run through a stiff routine of
.■scaling walls/ crawling through
ace.
first thing that is noticed as pipes, swinging by ropes, climbing
i goes from Union Station onto and hurdling fences until they can do
achusetts Avenue is the number the whole route at a fairly fast
lormed men around. There are speed while carrying full packs on
^y more than in Portland or Bos- their backs.
■ anj these soldiers are not all
Before the war anyone could enter
[seeing. They are guarding every the fort before nightfall. Now at no
lortant building and bridge in the time can a person enter the grounds
L'p and down in front of the without showing the Military Police
■tot, the Supreme Court Building, man at the gate a pass. In thi3 way
' Bureau of Engraving and Print- only those who are related to men on
land many other places pace arm- duty or who have special business are
fseo making sure no one without able to see anything beyond the mam
i has a chance to enter govern- gate! property.
Even Officers Must
Won Has
Identify Themselves
"y Semi-Blackout
After dark even an officer has to
E,
l Wy night Washington is semiidentify himself to the guard at cerout. There Is no light atop
C*Mtol or Washington Monument. tain posts. All over the fort there is
considerably more drilling and leas
"Mights which previously brighttime off. Every day, even Christmas
1
U>e Lincoln Memorial, the Capiday, troops were and are being sent
•"d other historic structures are
out with their destination known only
out Downtown in the shopto military officials in Washington.
strict no windows are lighted
On the night of December 30 there
* 'hose of stores open at night
!n
>Porary office buildings for the was a complete test blackout In
Agency bureaus are being erected Washington and vicinity. Street lights
l t aajone going into the city went out. Cars were stopped and their
C2r
- »cte their rapid progress. occupants led to shelters. Every
"Parfceat houses have been house was checked by fire wardens
* 0"^- f
|, ''■• *or government offices. and air raid wardens to be sure all
ly^'ig the Christmas holidays citizens conformed to orders.
At Fort Belvoir the soldiers weta
P Wera guarding every school
marched from the barracks into the
[j^ for anything.
""S the city over one of the woods, except, of course, for those
1
d gUard i3 8een standing at who had previously been assigned
^ with his gun held high, and special positions. Tanks were geared,
H faXer on each side is another ready for action. Trucks followed the
^ tt the water below is a Coast troops with ammunition and supplies
i^0' boat carefully watching It was an exciting but somehow tereurs because there is only rifying experience and yet it was a
H ' rai'road bridge connecting vital part of the nation's realistic de' *°ern unes with the southern. fense effort. This particular blackout
^ "ncoin Memorial and 14th test was termed a success and indeed
rl
<lges are the only connec- everyone did his part seriously and
noJth Vir6inla for all other proudly. Washington is prepared. Our
armed forces are ready. America is
,
»f"tIAIeXandrla ,8 For* Belvolr, prepared for whatever comes. Judging
•tajj *hre* engineering forts of from the examples set by those in the
States Army. Training for nation's capital and Fort Belvolr.

the speaker went on to explain th%
This measure was passed by the
The third in a series of lectures for
present military situation and gave women by a good majority, and elecmembers of the Economics, Sociology,
his views for the future. He recalled tions for the Nominating Committee
and Government departmtnts, will be
(Continued on page four
will Udda pla^c soon. ( ,L» '
given on Feb. 19, it was announced
yesterday by Professor Robert Winters of the Economics Department
At 4:00 p. m. in the Faculty lloom
iu Roper William.! Hall, Mr Wa.ner
Macpherson, presi lent of the Cambridge Rubber Co., will apeak on the
top:c: "Government regulation of the
Burnes Chalmers, professor of Re* of Spanish officials who usually re- rubber industry and its effect nu priligion at Smith College, director o turn them to France or whence they vate -.'nterprise". Dug to th> present
the Christian Association of that in- came. The most tragic are those who curtailment of all rubber >ale* and
stitution, graduate of Yale University, have secured all the other necessary .he subsequent iutuence OJ the averand classmate of Coach Raymond papers but who can find no passage age man, Mr. Macphorson.i talk
"Ducky" Pond, addressed a group of on ship for them before their pass si'uuld be of great interest to all.
students last Wednesday night at ports or visas run out
''»o lectures in the series navo alLibbey Forum on the problems of re- Camps Not Like
reauj been delivered. On Nov 2<>. Mr.
lief administration to the refugees of Those Of Germany
Corwln Edwards, chairman of the
Mr. Chalmers pointed out that what Policy Commission of the Anti-Trust
war-torn Europe.
Mr. Chalmers returned recently are known as concentration camps in Division of the U. S. Department of
from France after a year's leave of France are not usually the tortuous Justice, and "trust-buster" Thurman
absence from Smith during which he or reprisal kind that are known in Arnold's right hand man, spoke on a
has been working with the Friends Germany or in other occupied coun- proposal to place labor unions under
Service
Committee
in
Marseille, tries. They are places set up to bring the Anti-Trust law. Robert Elder, DiFrance, and also in Switzerland. This the refugees together to distribute rector of Research for Lever Brothcommittee has been distributing food what little food there is available. ers Co. of Cambridge, Mass., lectured
to the refugees in France and other The Vichy government provides about on Jan. 7. Mr. Elder told of the evercountries, especially in the concentra- a twenty-four cents allowance for increasing part that market research
tion camps and to children. His spe- each person, which permits about two is playing in business today.
cial position called for the facilita- meals a day of thin soup. They live
The lectures have proved to be ex
tion of the passage of Americans or in shacks made of tar paper or other tremely effective in adding to classother nationals who desired to get such material which is wholly inade- room theory the practical viewpoint
quate in winter weather. The speaker
out of France to America.
of businessmen who are intimately
remarked that contrary to the imEven Tickets
connected with current affairs. Atpression most people have that
Hard To Secure
tendance at the lecture series is not
He described the almost impossible southern France has a mild winter restricted to students in the departtasks of actually succeeding in ac- like that of our southern states, the ments of Economics, Sociology, and
complishing this passage. First, the winter has been unusually cold and Government, but is open to all mem
refugee has to secure a pass to leave the situation has not been helped by bers of the student body.
France, then a passport to go through the dearth of fuel and food that ex
Spain, one to move overland fn Por- ists.
The Friends Service Organization
tugal, and finally an American visa.
This does not end the ordeal, for then which has outposts even in Germany
the traveler must secure a ticket on and along the Burma Road, is set up
a boat to either South American or to continue work even after the
The members of the Freshman
Americans who have been engaged
American ports.
The acquisition of all these papers in organizing the relief have been Cabinet of the Christian Association
would be hard enough if they were withdrawn. At present the State De- for 1941 and 1942 have been announcblanket passes which covered an in- partment is not allowing many Amer- ed by Irving Mabee '42, the president
definite length of time or if they were icans to go abroad to do this type of of C. A. They include :
Freshman Committee, Trafton MenIssued with no time limits. However, work, in fact, it is withdrawing as
many
as
possible
of
its
nationals
from
dall
and Ruth Stone; Religion, EdFrench leaves are handed out to tne
mund Nutting and Beatrice Benson;
refugees in the concentration camps Europe.
Mr. Chalmers is at present on a Campus Service, William Plaisted and
which are good only for ten days or
50. If they cannot secure the other tour to recruit student workers who Kathleen Reilly; Social, John Thomas
necessary papers within that time, will be willing to go to ravaged Eu- and Betty Morse; Publicity, Vaughn
they must return to the camp affd rope after the war to help in the ad- ■Hathaway and Jean - McKinnen;
await further developments or anoth- ministration of relief. He pointed out Peace, Harold Hurwitz and Nancy
Community
Servloe, Jane
er attempt. Sometimes a leave from chat aujeady over 20,000 American Lord;
college
students
have
signed
up.
The
Webber
and
Calvin
Sloan;
ConferFrance can be secured, and a passrequirements for applicants includes ence Committfte, Edwin Tooker and
port through Spain that will be good
a knowledge of foreign languages, Barbara Phillips; Deputations, "Esther
for a specified time, which might
psychology, sociology, and experience Longfellow nad William Chamberlain;
elapse before proper transportation
with handling large groups of chil- Social Action, Robert Corish and
can be obtained to get out of Spain.
Ruth Howard.
dren.
This leaves the refugee at the mercy

CA Announces Members
Of Freshman Cabinet

JOHN LLOYD '42

400 Watch "Gypsies
Perform At Pops

The emphasis, owing to the reducod
time, will be placed on outdoor
events, with many new types ot
games for the inter-dormitory competition. The complete program outline follows:
Friday, January 30
7:30 p. m. All-College Skate, Coronation of Queen, Ice Revue and Special Acts; serving of cocoa either at
the rink or in the Outing Club Room.
Saturday, January 31
9:00 a. m. All-College Ski at Pole
Hill.
1:30 p. m. Hockey game between
the Off-Campus Rangers and the
L«.-^*pUVt

±il

Chalmers Discusses
Problems Of Refugees

Campus Relaxes
Ian. 30,31, Feb. 1

It

Last Friday evening the eleventh
annual Pops Concert and dance was
held in the college gymnasium and
attended by about four hundred people. Table decorations of gaily colored cloths and candles were effective
in carrying out the gypsy theme ol
the evening.
The Orphic Society started the evening off with a half hour's concert of
well known gypsy favorites, such as
"Dark Eyes", Brahms' "Hungarian
Dances" Nos. 7 and 8, selections
from "Carmen" and "Ciribiribln".
Following this there was dancing
with musiic by the Bobcats. At 10
o'clock the floor show began. The
floor chorus entered singing "O Sole
Mio"; next Elbert Smith '44 sang
"Spanish Guitar", accompanied by
the chorus; the balcony chorus then
echoed with "Neapolitan Nights".
John Marsh '43 sang "One Alone"
from the "Desert Song"; Jean MacKinnon '45 played a xylophone solo,
"Nola"; Genevieve Stephenson '43
sang "My Little Gypsy Sweetheart";
"Play, Fiddle, Play" was rendered by
Jean Graham '45 on the violin; this
was followed by Stephanie Nucous
singing "Habanera" from Carmen".
John Marsh and the chorus concluded the program with the singing of
"Funiculi-Fuuicula".
Miss Mabel Eaton, Mrtss Rebecca
Tinker, and Mrs. Lloyd W. Fishei
were hostesses for the evening.

-vil ^t... ■ -• .

2:30 p. m. Inter-dormitory Competition and Games at Mount David and
Hand Field.
4:30 p. m. Lolly pop race to summit of Mount David.
6:00 p. m. Coed Banquet at Flske
Hall and the Commons.
8:00-12:00 The Carnival Hop. the
Bobcats playing.
Sunday, February 1
2:00 p. m. Open Houso and Ski at
Thorncrag.
The committees have prepared a
complete alternate program in case
weather couditions are not suitable
for an outdoor carnival. Instead of
the All-College Skate, on Friday
night, there will be an Open House
and Dance at Chase at which tho
Queen will be coronated. On Saturday, there will be appropriate events
in the gymnasium if inclement weather prevails.
However, if conditions permit, tEe
former program will be followed, including snow-sculpture judging. Since
the theme of the 1942 Carnival is
"Flight of Fancy", it is hoped the
sculptures will reflect this mood.
Reservations for the coed banquet
began on Monday and end today. All
those who desire to attend and who
have not) rn^de adequate arrangements as yet are requested to contact
either Doris Lyman '43 or Howard
Baker '43.
The
intercollegiate ski-jumping
<ivent which formerly was a part or
Winter Carnival will be held the following week since time does not permit otherwise.

Periodical Publishes
Articles By Berkelman

Prof. Robert Berkelman of the English Department is the author of an
article, "Robert Frost and the Middle Way", which appears In the January issue of "College English", periodical now available in Coram LiJane Woodbury '42, the last con- brary.
testant of tbe 1942 Senior-Junior
The article points out Frost's abilPrize Speaking contest will speak in ity to find the middle way between
Chapel tomorrow morning. The speak- the many extremes which are eners of the contest thus far have been countered in every-day living. Prof.
John Marsh '43, David Nichols '42, Berkelman describes the poet as
and Ralph Tuller '42. The two win- "Aristotle's golden mean dressed In
ners will be awarded prizes of $25 American overalls", and the very fact
and $15 donated by the Lfbby Me- of Frost's moderation makes him "a
morial Fund.
leader to be taken seriously."
The contestants will be judged by a
Also contained in the same Issue is
special faculty commitee composed of a book review by Prof. Berkelman Of
Professors Brooks Quimby, Robert a two volume anthology, "American
Beikelman, and Paul Sweet.
Issues", by Thorp. CurO, and Baker.

Jane Woodbury Presents
Final Prize Speech Thurs.

.

\
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Censorship . Fieedom . Democracy
One of tfle least harmful by-products of a war situation is censorship; there is a dramatically rigid secrecy surrounding all
sources of iiu urination, especially newspapers. Everything which
nugiit conceivably, by any stretch of the imagination, be regarded
as potentially valuable to tile enemy is hushed up with a sincerity
wiiitii some Limes approaches the ludicrous. Of course this is all to

BATES STUDENT,

Great Statesman Suggests
"Amore Ac Studio" Motto
No doubt there is not a day goes
by that each of us does not see somewhere around campus the motto of
our institution: "Amore ac Studio"
There are very Tew of us, perhaps,
who really know the meaning of those
three words, and even fewer of us
who know how Bates came to adopt
those Latin words for its motto.
At President Cheney's request, back
in 1847, Charles Sunnier, the great
statesman and scholar, suggested
"Amore ac Studio" as an appropriate
motto for Bates College. Because he
had followed the sentiment expressed
therein throughout his whole life, Mr.
Sumner had always wanted to have
those words cut on a seal of his own.
Not having carried out his plans,
however, he suggested that the words
be used on the Bates seal.
"With ardent zeal for study" as the
motto may be translated, has been
the guiding light of Bates students
for many generations, and it serves
us also as a choice momento of that
great man who is honored by statesmen and scholars alike.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 21, 1942

000 NAME DEPT.

&s) ED ES&II0MU.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
F00T3ALL PLAYER.,
WENT THROUGH THE
GRID SEASON UNINSURED BUT BROKE
HIS HAND RECENTLY WHEN HE FELL
OUT OF A DOUBLE*
DECK BED WHILE
DRSANUN6 HE WAS
RAMMING 1H' LINE
JQR THE WINNING
SCORE/

We can, and must, however, express our disagreement with
any evils which we see in the functioning of democracy. If we see
a wrong that is being ignored—whether it is unemployment or
racial prejudice—it is our duty to publicize that wrong. At the
present moment, life being what it is, we can't be too vociferous in
our outcries, simply because wars are won only through cooperation. But we can disagree, it is our obligation to disagree, whenever our conscience tells us we should. Always provided, of course,
that in so doing we do not divulge important military information
and we do not cause serious harm to the smooth workings of the
war machine.

PROF. JAS M EWGIISH ,
TEACHES SPANISH «/
GftOvECiTYCOJjiE/

EDINBURGH UN>VERSITY THERE /IRE f»

BELLS OR WWSTLES TO
ANNOUNCE THE BEG.':N::I3
OF CLASS PERIODS. FO«
CENTURIES UNIFORMED
"BEDELS'" (GLORIFIED JANITORS) HAVE SOLEMNLY
CALLED THE STUDENTS

TO CLASS /

Prime Minister Winston Churchill, an old yachting cap cocked
on his head and his fingers
spread apart in the V-for-Victory
signal, returned from America
ahead of schedule In a flying boat
today to solve perhaps the greatest governmental crisis of the
war.
Cheered everywhere by crowds
that had not expected him to return until next week, the Prime
Minister was welcomed home by
his wife and son. Major Randolph
CluncbiU. and by many dlgnl.
taries, including ,United States
Ambassador John G. Winant, Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden, Soviet Ambassador Ivan Malsky,
and others.
A crowd of about 800 persons
cheered his arrival in London. He
got off the train still smoking a
cigar and wearing a black overcoat

$20,000 Donation Makes
Coram Library Possible

Prof. Carroll
"American democracy has within
it the potential and dynamic qualities necessary to make adequate war
efforts and to make possible the readjustments after war better than
the alternate systems of Nazilsm or
Fascism."

critical. 2. When, in our own personal opinion, we feel that the
printing of a letter would do more harm than good, we will inform
the writer that we privately think he is in danger of making a fool
of himself. We will then print the letter or not, as he may wish.
There is one more point to make. Just as the Bates student
body is offered absolute freedom from censorship of its opinions
a freedom which is vital throughout America today—so the editorial policies of this paper are formulated by students, and by students alone. No administrative officer has any power to say what
shall or shall not be expressed on this page, or any page of the
STUDENT. No real pressure of this kind has ever been brought to
bear on the present staff. A very few suggestions have been made,
but they have not always been followed. If our attitude toward any
issue has seemed to be substantially that of the administration, it
is simply because we agreed with the administration's attitude. It
happened to be the right attitude.

The Netherlands Indies press
expressed concern over the statement of Secretary of the Navy
Frank Knox that he considered
Germany the principal enemy, but
voiced confidence that the United
States would not abandon its positions in the Pacific.

THE DUTCH

John Marsh
__
- - ■ .,','5-9' V& swept along by the crowd
and we don't quite know whether we
like it or not. We move to the accompaniment of the roar of the crowd.
But through and over it all there is
drumming across our nrinds—"Love
your enemies', 'A House divided
By LARRY BRAM '44
against itself, 'The encouragement of
the world", 'Am I my brother's keepOne of the most important buildings bution of one man that finally ener?', 'No distinctions in liberty', 'Turn
abled the structure to be built, and
the other also',—and again and again on campus is the Coram Library. Its
the driving force of another that was
history
reveals
the
generous
contri'Am I my brother's keeper?"
as important in the construction of
the building as was the financial
contribution.
Free Student Expression

*0 rW

MR. CHURCHILL

AT

CHAPEL QUOTES
Thursday, Jan. IB
William Worthy
"It is our task today, to keep alive
the spirit of tolerance—tolerance for
the thoughts we hate and for aliens
in our midst . - • Our domestic problems did not suddenly dissolve into
thin air when the United States declared war . . . Even though the attention of most people is concentrated on production for war, we must
not overlook, we must not brush
aside the problems which we failed
to solve before the war, and which
the war now makes infinitely more
difficult""

FROM THE NEWS
By GLADYS BICKMORE '42

tne goou; toy much ioua talking is always dangerous, and it is many
units more so in a nation at war. If we happen to gain knowledge
All of the above re-hashing of generally accepted truths
of liiijjoruniL lacts, it is certainly advisable to adopt a policy of ears
would seem to make us eligible for the rating of Cliche Expert. But
open aim mouth closed.
these familiar facts, obvious as they have become, serve as an init's always possible, however, to over-do a good thing. This troduction to the primary point we would like to make. The point
war is supposeuiy being fought to insure the preservation of demo- is simply this: in its own futile and tremendously insignificant
cracy, even tnough none of us get very excited by the slogans way, this paper, the Bates STUDENT, stands for the free expreswiiicn inllamed tins country in 1917. Last Thursday's Chapel speak- sion of opinion on the part of the students whom it tries to serve.
er voiced a sentiment that a lot of us feel very deeply: there's no
This may sound like still another over-worked shibboleth, but to
point in lignting a war to save democracy if, in fighting, we lose
us it represents the truth. The columns of this paper are open to
our uemocracy rignt at home. Our nation is supposed to uphold
anyone who feels that he has a legitimate gripe to make. Any stufreeuom of expression, and this is no longer a truly democratic
dent, whether he wishes to condemn, criticize, or praise, is welcome
government wnen free speech is suppressed. If "National Unity" is
to put his sentiment into print. If he doesn't wish to reveal his
carried too far, if we turn into 130 million Yes Men, we might as
name, and we feel that he has something to say which ought to be
wen give up all pretense and hire a good, efficient dictator.
said, his letter will be printed unsigned. There is absolutely no cenBut there ought to be some kind of happy medium between sorship, either by the STUDENT staff, by the Publishing Associaunbridled freedom and loss of democratic privileges. We cannot tion, or by any faculty or administration official.
pretend to know what that medium is, and yet among these same
We reserve only two rights: 1. We will reject unsigned letters
privileges of democracy is the right to express our own private which we feel to be uselessly and ridiculously and destructively
opinion. It seems to us that the American people, in time of peace
as well as war, must maintain a fundamental agreement that our
system of government is the best possible, even after taking all
its limitations into consideration. This is a basic premise over
which no disagreement can be tolerated.

by Lea

Campus Camera

Each year, in his annual report to
the Board of Trustees, President
George C. Chase emphasized the
need of a library building to house
the growing collection of books and
pamphlets. Hathorn Hall, where the
books were first kept, became too
small to hold all the volumes, and
even when some of them were transferred to other buildings, it was plainly evident that a separate structure
was needed in which they should be
kept
In his report for the year 1899-1900,
a proud and happy President Chase
made the following statement: "Another name that all lovers of Bates
will hold in grateful remembrance is
that of the generous man who has
made possible the realization of our
long deferred hope of a library building." It was during that year that the
donation of $20,000 by Mr. Joseph
A. Coram of Lowell, Mass., enabled
the estimated sum for such a building to be attained.
Construction Started
October 1, 1900
V
No time was lost in getting the construction of the building under way.
On October 1, 1900, the ground for
the building was broken; one month
later, the cornerstone was laid. On
October 27, 1902, the formal dedication of Coram Library took place.
Containing on*7 2500 books and
pamphlets in 1865, the library now
houses over 74,000 volumes that occupy every nook and corner. In fact,
so great has been the growth of the
collection, that no longer is this building able to hold them all and the
present presidential reports request
the need for an addition to the structure.
Coram Library is not Just another
campus building, one that houses
books, magazines, pamphlets; it la
the symbol that marks the growth of
not only the library collection, but
the college itself. And In It are contained not only books, but the dreams
and energy of a great man.

Newspapers
throughout the
East Indies continued to express
confidence in the Allied command,
v.'hie.1? has established headquarters in Java. They quoted a message to the United States from
Lieut Gen. Hein ter Poorten,
Netherlands Indies Army Commander in Chief, read this week
at a meeting of the NetherlandsAmerican Society in San Francisco, which expressed confidence
that the United States, "our
greatest ally", would not hesitate
in .sending needed reinforcements
to the East Indies.
One paper declared: "The United States will send us the weapons we need, weapons that will
be used here with great force and
efficiency, and at the same time
strengthen the position of the
United States In the Pacific".
A leading Indonesian paper
saw a connection between the
Japanese declaration of war on
the East Indies and the recently
announced Nazi plan for annexing the Netherlands.
"Perhaps that was why Germany gave Japan permission to
invade the Indies," the paper
said, "but there is one thing they
will have to accomplish before
the Axis gentlemen can carry out
their plans—that is, win the war,
and they are still far from that"
Rear Admiral Randall Jacobs,
Chief of the Navy's Navigation
Bureau, appealed to the college
men of America today to start a
regime of self-discipline, to whip
themselves into mental and physical trim for the tremendous
tasks ahead.

COLLEGES AND
THE WAR

In a letter to all college and
university officials. Admiral Jacobs said that the nation was
now making tremendous effort "to
correct the result of a long period
of wasteful existence". Asserting
that the number of men rejected
by selective service for physical
defects was "staggering", he
added:
"We hope the students of the
country will realize folly the se-

riousness of the present war an
the sacrifice and toll each a
make in order to fashion a tot
victory from it
"Today, not tomorrow, th
youth of America must unie
take the most colossal task at
assume the most terrible
,_
sibility of any generation in
tory."
Personal rivalry between JOB
L. Lewis and William Gres!
reached its peak during the
otf L-CIO peace talks in 193|
Since that time Mr. Green an
Mr. Lewis oavie not been
speaking: terms. In the recent cod
ference called by Preside.
Roosevelt to formulate a no-stl
no-lockout progam for the dud
tion of the war, Mr. Lewis
Mr. Green sat at the same co|
ference table but ignored one
other.
•

•

•

SINGAPORE
IN DANGER

-

Japan's continuing advance
ward Singapore darkened Sundq
what otherwise would have be
a cheering day for the Unltd
States. The heartening news n
eluded naval successes oft Toki
Bay, absence of considerable Ja|
anese advances otherwise than
Malaya, surrender of the Ax
garrison at Half ay a Pass in Li by
further Russian gains and 'ti
safe arrival in England of Prin
Minister Churchill.
The Japanese forces in Malay!
Singapore reports, have reachaj
the mangrove swamps soutu
the River Muar on the west toad
about ninety miles north of Sing
apore. A Tokyo broadcast claime
that Japanese tanks were withiij
fifty miles of Singapore. British
planes strafed the Japanese
while Singapore suffered 150
vilian casualties in an air raid.'
In Burma, the Brilish reporte
that the skirmishing In '.he southj
east along the frontier of Thai!
land, was "developing favorably"!
Japanese bombers attacked thd
Moulmein air base near RangooJ
but did little damage.
• • •
MacARTHUR
HOLDS OUT

General Douglas MacArthuriJ
forces in the Philippines stun
bornly fought off heavy Japanes
Infantry assaults, notably on
right wing guarding the coast
road toward Corregidor. Tokyij
claimed that the United State
forces were slowly falling back. I
The United States Navy an|
nounced that a submarine bad
sunk three Japanese ships oB
Tokyo Bay. A dispatch from
correspondent with the United!
States fleet in the Pacific said!
that morale was higher than ever.l
The unconditional surrender of!
5.500 Axis troops at Haifa) a rassj
on the Libyan-Egyptian frontier!
freed the direct transport roadl
to the British forces 300 miles t«\
the west
• • •
RUSSIANS U8E
PARA-TROOPS

Soviet parachute troops, aC"j
cording to reports reaching Wk
don, were dropping back «
I
rce
hard-pressed German !° *
'
Moahaiak aalient west of Moscow. |
and the Russians were apparently attempting a battle of annihilation. Russian advances *ere|
also reported on the Fin^
front, in the Donets Basin
in the Crimea.
Berlin announced the death V
apoplexy of Field Marshal W»*|
ther von Reichenau while be *
on the way home from bis P°
as an army group commander
the Southern Russian front.
j
had been elevated to field m**" |
shal rank for his part in the conquest of France.
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'uskies Down Garnet, Bowdoin In Three Way Meet
/arsity Five Faces
Ut Bowdoin Club
tial Season In
W
gjte Series Race
L Polar Bears

Joyce Again Leads
Frosh To Two Wins

GARNET GUARD

Five In Row As
South Portland
And Rumford Bow
Continuing with its winning way,
Artie Belliveau's undefeated freshman
basketball team emerged victorious on
two occasions last week to strechits
streak to five straight games. The
frosh found little trouble In drubbing
South Portland High 57-34 on Thursday and Rumford High 61-13 two
nights later.

totes Bobcat, who has lost so
*
in previous encounters with
Jton cc-urtsters he must be chil-1
days. will try once more to
it:'
right side of the
»* on the
Bowdoin Polar
tonight at home. This will
lsst struggle for the Bobcats
lifter mid-year exams.
>■-'■

Once again it was Jackie Joyce
high scoring Garnet forward, who led
the attack in both games, scoring 22
points against the South Portland five
and 15 against Rumford. Tony Drago
accounted for a combined total of 18
while Jack Whitney recorded 14.

Bobcat seems to be badly
,poor
par this year, |having been
by the Huskies, clawed by the
kicked by the |Mule. and
LJ by the Bear.
Their only
,88 a thrilling^ win over the '
j jmerican International. The
jUst isn't safe in the company
r animals at this time. Unfor«lf they still bave the Jumboes
Wildcats to meet for the first
55 Bate3 squad has been attacked
i terrible plague of poor shoot| Tie boys just can't seem to find
Hskct with any consistency. To
Lcate, the Bobcats have averaged
■ 34 points a game this season,
ge the opposition has averaged
iTMa malady was at its severest
I the recent Maine fiasco during
-_.; the Bobcats could muster only
I points and could boast of only on&
Daniels. The Brunswicklans have also
B vbo scored over five. Until an
shown some progress In each game
iprovement in this department is
and should give the Bobcats a run
kiicoming little can be expected.
for their money.
opposition for tonight, the)
In the preliminary game. Art Belli«doin Polar Bears, are represented
State Series basketball league veau's high flying Frosh basketeers
r the first time. They have played will attempt to keep their unblemishI lost a game to both Colby ana ed record intact against Kents Hill.
i by comfortable margins. How- Both games have been moved up to
nr, they have discovered a couple avoid conflict with the new exam
(prolific point-getters In Dyer and ( schedule.

SPORT

Northeastern, Bowdoin and Bates work brought his seasonal point total
sophomores stole the show at the to 28, five firsts and a second in the
triangular track meet last Saturday pair of dual meets to date,
as the Class of '44 representatives'
•
•
•
copped eight of the twelve first place
"Pajonis Held to 16 Points" was
ribbons. Al Hillman, Bowdoin sopho- tne headline of a recent Boston daily
more distance ace, and Reggie Cooke.1 newspaper when referring to the
Husky dashman, the double winners Northeastern star's performance in1
of the day, were supported by Joe the 50-29 rout of New Hampshire ]
Carey of Bowdoin, Lavin of
• State last Friday night After consideastern, and Hemmenway and Crean ering this for a minute, it Is interest-1
of the Bobcats.
ing to note the high-scoring aces with
' * '
which Jimmy DeAngelis' Bobcats!
Hillman's double victory In the have dealt in their six games to date.
mile and thousand has special sig-, Clark's
Strezelecki
and
Shopes, |
nif icance in that he bested both the' Northeastern's Azzone, Pajonas and
celebrated Carroll twins in separate Sitarz, St. Anselms' Sharry and
events. The good-looking blond soph O'Connell, and Colby's two top scorshould go a long way in his next two ers, Benny Zecker and sophomore
Mitch Jaworski, have accounted for
and a half years at Brunswick.
an amazing 148 total against ths GarThe mile run would have been a ret five, or an tv^.age of 16 points
more interesting race from a Bates [61 game per mu.. ' fcese boys really
point of view had Bob McLauthlin have racked 'em up at the .-xpense of
And to think that »e
been here to compete. Both Hillman the locals.
and McLauthlin run the century in haven't had a peek at Tufts' Howie
close to 4:30. With Carroll. McLauth- Redgate and Nkk DelNinno or New
lin and Hillman in the running. Fans Hampshire's kingpin. Hank Monica.

•

•

•

Howard Spence, speedy frosh dash
margin. The play of Trafton Mendall,
second string forward, has been an and middle distance ace. continued
his fine all-around work last week
encouragement to Belliveau as has
against the South Portland High
the Improved brand of ball being ex- runners as he chalked up two firsts
hibited by Dick Flanagan, the fast- and a second in the 58 3-5 to 49 2-5
triumph over the Capers. This day's
learning second-string pivotman.
After tonight's Kent* Hill battle,
the frosh lay off until after the exams, at which point they renew activity with a Hebron five at Hebron
which is seeking revenge for a 54-49
setback earlier in the season.

Buy

Defense Bonds
and Stamps
Today!f

Hemmenway, Sigsbee
SHOTS Take Weight Events

By TOD GIBSON '44

Neither game was close at any time
with the frosh holding a 24-15 margin
at the half in the Capers game and
a one-sided 24-8 lead In the Rumford
contest. Belliveau's forces have now
plied up 243 points as against 135 for'
the restricted opposition, which. If
you bother to figure it up, averages
would have seen three college sees
49-27 per game.
competing in what might easily nave
Joyce has' stretched his scoring been the most thrilling individual
record to 84 and leads his nearest ri- sporting event of the year.
vals, Whitney and Drago, by a good

Mabee Ties For
First In 600, Crean
Ties In Pole Vault

Black Bears Take
Bobcats Into Camp

The Bates BobcaU traveled the
hundred-odd miles to Orono, lair of
the University
of Maine
Black 1Bears,
sity of
Maine Black
a a
a 45-27
Thuradav.
and
Boaked
and
soaked
up
Thursday,
shellacking—the fifth in six games
and tneir thiri ln a row_ Tne nome
team led by „ comf0rtable 22-12 mar^ at the end of the hair and went
on to mcrease their advantage in the
flnal quarters.
Bill Kenyon, Maine mentor, used
his whole squad of 18 men in running
over the Bobcats, who seem still to be
suffering from a mass attack of poor
shooting. The Bobcats missed shot
after shot in a futile attempt to
catch the flying Bears.
Parker Small, one of last year's
scoring leaders in the state, and Nat
Crowley, football luminary, led the
scorers with 13 and 10 points respectively. For Bates, Carl Monk, lanky
forward, netted nine with Arnold Card
•
•
■
next in line with four. The rest of
Speaking about 16 points per game the Bobcats were limited to less than
brings up the subject of Jack Joyce, four points apiece.
frosh hoopster. who la doing just that.
The summary:
After a slow start against Portland MAINE
G
F
P
Junior College ln the opener a month Small. If
6
3
13
ago. Joyce has scored practically at Quint, If
0
0
0
will In his last four starts. He now Clark, If
0
0
0
has 84 points ln five games, his best Crowley, rf
5
10
0
performances being at the expense of Pratt, rf
0
0
0
Hebron Academy and South Portland Abbott, rf
0
0
0
High, games in which he rolled up Coombs, if
.
0
0
0
27 and 22 point totals respectively.
Leger, rf
2
0
4
Hussey, c
3
1
7
Downes, c
2
1
5
Whitten. lg ___
_-_ 0
0
1
Blake, lg
0
1
0
Morrill, lg
0
0
0
McKeen. rg
0
0
0
The frosh track team broke into
1
I White, rg
.
2
6
the winning column recently with a
i Curtis, rg
0
0
0
close 5S 3-5 to 49 2-5 win over a strong
Steinmetz, rg
0
0
0
South Portland aggregation. The
Totals
19
7
45
frosh had previously dropped a deciBATES
G
F
P
sion to the Thornton Academy cinMonk If
4
1
9
dermen.
Stantial, If
1
1
3

Victorious ND And EP Bentley Leads Scorers
Break Intramural Ice As '45 Cindermen Win

The long delayed start of the winter Intramural sports schedule tool
place Saturday when New Dorm and
East Parker downed West Parker
and Roger Williams in a pair of well
played, hard fought hockey matches.
The New Dormers dropped West 3-2
ln an overtime struggle that was de•
•
Stan Spence, Collette, and Bentley Bovan. >*
0
cided by Al Aucoin's second goal of
wl
1
laced
the
Bobkittens
by
registering
Sht,
rf
l
S
the day, after which East stopped
a
0
Roger Bill 3-0 in a game featured by several victories apiece. Spence walk- Josselyn, rf
3
ed off with the 600 and the 300 yard Jomiaon, c
0
a pair of goals by MacDougal.
0
•
runs and added a second in the 40 Deering, c
0
The line-ups:
l
yard dash. Collette copped the dis-' Mc9herry. lg
1
WEST PARKER
NEW DORM cus, tied tor first in the pole vault F1«nagan, lg
0
0
0
Watts, rw
rw, Jackson and was second in the shot put Bent- Driscoll, rg
0
0
0
Stahlberger, lw
lw, Aucoln
2
0
4
ley was impressive as he took the ar • rg
Brown, c
c, Grant mile and the 1000, and tied for first ^roeheUe, rg
0
0
0
Coady, Id
Id, Cronin
Totals
9
9
27
in the high jump to lead the IndividThomas, rd
rd, Kobrock
ual frosh scorers.
Hennessy, g
g. Senior
Substitutions, Scharfenberg, Shift;
South Portland was led by Woodscoring. Watts, Thomas, Grant, Au- ward who snared the top scoring honcoln 2; officials, MacDougal and D. ors of the day with a trio of firsts
The WAA Clubs are working steadFlanagan.
and a couple of ties for top honors.
ily
on their special interests each
E. PARKER
ROGER WILLIAMS This versatile performer took both
MacDougal, lw
lw, Martleton the hurdles and the broad Jump out- meeting. The Ski Club and Apprentice Group met at Pole Hill last SatThomas, rw
rw, Cushing right and tied for first place in The
urday but found very little snow. It
Flanagan, c
C, Baldwin high jump and the pole vault
wasn't a case of skiing on the famed
W. Davis, Id —
Id, Hawkins
pine
needles but rather on grass with
The frosh club has been showing
Genettl, rd
rd, Chamberlain
Wright, g
g, i\eeduam' improvement lately and may well be now and then a bit of snow.
Dance Club also met with Its ApSubstitution, Grant; Scoring, Mac- the sui prise team of the year.
prentice
Group last Friday. Annette
The summary:
Dougal, 2, Flanagan.
40 yard dash—Won by Coffield, SP: Stoehr was elected secretary to fill
second, Spence, B; third, Thomas, B. the vacancy created when Helen
Mile run—Won by Bentley, B; sec- Ulrich left college. The club spent the
ond, Coggins, SP; third. Burroughs, hour working on resultant rhythm.
Basketball Club has been having
SP.
45 yard low hurdles—Woodward, some practice games among its memSP; second, Campbell, SP; third, bers.
The AA Board voted to look Into
■ATM STUDENTS
Holterbrosch, B.
the
matter of purchasing a new pool
600 yard run—Won by Spence, B;
table for the recreation room in th«
second. Snow, SP; third, Webb, SP.
45 yard high curdles—Won by Women's Union.
Last Wednesday the AA Board and
Woodward, SP; second, Campbell,
Student Government met together in
SP; third, Holterbrosch, B.
Shot put—Won by Baker, B; sec- order to hear Dean Clark's report on
tha defence program that will be
at Ik*
ond, Collette, B; third, Thomas, B.
High jump—Tie for first between worked out at Bates. The Board canWoodward, SP; second, Campbell, vassed every coed in order to round
up all available Red Cross First Aid
SP; third, Bentley, B.
Am.rlean-ChlneM RoatMimnt
1000 yard run—Won by Bentley, B; Books and to gat on record how many
second, Merrill, SP; third, Baldwin. have had First Aid training.
Special Dally Dinner • •>•
More players are still needed for
B.
All kind, of Chop Suoy to ttka out
Broad jump—Won by Wooward, AA basketball in order that there will
SP; second, Holterbrosch, B; third, be enough to make up teams for
M Usfton St. - Tot • 164S • Lowtoton
games. Practices will be resumed afMcGlory. B.
300 yard run—Won by Spence, B; ter mid-years—«very Monday at 4:30.
An lnterclass Basketball Tournasecond, Thomas, B; third, Kennisment will be run off during exams.
ton, SP.
Pole vault—Tied for first Wood- There will be a game between the
ward, Merrill, Campbell, all of SP, Freshman and Junior classes and MM
and Collette and Finch, "Both of Bates. between the Sophomores and Seniors.
winners of theue two games will
Discus—Won by Collette, B; sec- The
P?ay oft to determine the champs.
ond. Baker, B; third, McGlory, B.

s
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The College Store

DINE and DANCE

JOY INN

Bonds May Be Obtained At

Norris-Hayden

Any Bank . Any Post Office

11

LAUNDRY

AUBURN, ME.

TEL. BIS

Henry Nolin
RICHARD HORTON '«

Jtw.lry and Watch Repairing
79 Lisbon Stroot

THE HOME OF TASTY PA3TRIE3

Glenwood'Bakery

Lot Ut Make Your Party Paatry
Tolophono Sit 10 Park St,
Tol. 4820
Lawlaton

A comparatively large crowd watched the triangular track meet held
here Saturday afternoon turn out as
expected. Northeastern won handily
with 57 points, leading Bowdoin
which garnered 31 and swamping the
Bates team, which managed to eke
out only 20 points. On the whole the
meet held few surprises, but most of
the events were close enough to have
the spectators leaning perilously over
the balcony rail in suspense.
Alan Hillman, Bowdoin's sensational middle distance runner lived
up to his reputation by taking both
the mile and the 1000 in near-record
time. In doing this he won over
Northeastern's Bill Carroll in the
mile and the Iatter's equally renowned brother. Bob, in the thousand.
Northeastern's
two-mile
champ,
Mike Prohodsky, finished his event
hand in hand with his teammate, Ed
Parker, far ahead of the rest of a
large field. Cooke widened his winning team's margin by taking the
40 and the 300. Hodge of Northeastern and Hansen of Bowdoin both did
slightly over « ft 1 in. to tie in the
high jump.
Bates owes its 20 points to two
firsts, two ties for first, and two third
places. Since the weight events were
first ln the afternoon the prospects
were bright to begin with as Bates
took first places in the 35-pound
weight and shot put. Johnny Sigsbee
added to his string of victories in the
latter, while Sophomore Pete Hem»
menway tossed the weight 4S feet 2V4
inches, thereby starting off his varsity competition in grand style.
Irv Mabee led a large group in the
600 all the way to within inches of
the finish, where Bowdolrt's Carey
surged forward to tie in the most
thrilling race of the meet. Bill Crean,
another sophomore, did remarkably
well ln the pole vault as he leapt."
11 feet 3 Inches to share honors with
Northeastern's Tarbell. This was
considerably higher than Bill has
ever chalked up previously.
Bert
Smith,
sophomore crosscountry star, placed behind Hillman
and BUI Carroll, in the mile. Irv
Mabee came back to take third place
ln a fast 300, thus completing the
Bates scoring.
From the Bates standpoint, the results were far from encouraging.
Still, we were not too far behind
Bowdoin, and many of the events
were very close. The rest of the contests this season will be dual meets,
which with our small team, will be to
our disadvantage. Counting upon the
consistency of the veteran point-getters, the improvement of sophomore
members, and praying for an appearance of the now scarce broad Jumpers, the team looks forward with some
degree of hope.
The summary:
40 yard dash—Won by Cooke, N;
second. Friary, N; third, Matthews,
Bo. Time: 4.77s.
45 yard hurdles—Won by Strachan,
Bo; second, Alberghinl, N; third.
Power, N. Time: 6.2s.
300 yard run—V.'on by Cooke, N;
second, Dickinson, Bo; third, Mabee.
Ba. Time: 34.1s.
(Continued on page four)

A Bates Tradition
GEO. A. ROSS
•AY IT WITH ICE CREAM
ELM STREET
Batoa 1904

STERLING.
By Towle, Gorham, Lunt, Wallace,
and Reod-Barton
PRIZE CUPS . CLOCKS
FOUNTAIN PENS - BILLFOLDS
Export Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood
Jeweler*
Lowlaton

Main.
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AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE

Campus Reacts To War
More Quickly Than In 1918

Meeting the Tufts team In debate
on the National military training
topic, the Bates duo of Jane Woodbury '43 and Vincent McKusick '44
defending the negative emerged with
a 2-1 decision victory.
A very unusual feature of the debate was that twin met twin when
Vincent of Bates defended the negative against his brother, Victor McKusick '44 of Tufts who upheld the
affirmative position.

Wed. Thure. Frl. 8aL
Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havllland in "They Died With Their
Boots On".
Sun - Mon - Tue»
Jan. 25, 26, 27
Wallace Berry and Marjorie
Main in "The Bugle Sounds".
AUBURN
Thurs - Fri - Sat - Jan. 22, 23, 24
"Never Give a Sucker an Even
Break" with W. C. Fields. Also
"Wolfman" with Lon Cheney. Jr.
Sun _ Mon _ Tuea - Wed
Jan. 24, 25, 26, 27
"Bahama Passage" with Madeleine Carroll, Sterling Hayden.

THE

In an address before the Boston
Bates Club, on the evening of January
10th, Erwln D. Canham '25, Managing
Editor of the Christian Science Monitor, reviewed many of the crucial
events of 1941. With remarkable clarity for these days of muddled viewpoints, Mr. Canham revealed the part
Main St.,
Lew is ton that America must play in insuring
democracy's survival. Following are
excerpts from Mr. Canhani's speech:
"America, 1941." That covers a lot
Drop lnt«
of sins.
THE QUALITY SHOP
It covers the Congressmen who re143 College St • 3 mln. from Campus
fused to fortify Guam. Guam which
Featuring Hamburg 8andwlch««
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches today might have been a spearhead
aimed at Japan's supply lines to MaHave You Triad Our 8llex CoffeeT
laya and the Philippines. Guam, which
Open 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
might have shortened this war by one
year or two and saved countless AmerCOLLEGE STREET
ican blood and treasure.
It covers the Army officers who refused to order enough long-range
All Klnda or Shoe Repairing
fighter planes. Planes which today
67 College Street
Lewleton might be redeeming Manila. Planes
which might have landed at Wake Island and kept that heroic garrison In
American hands.
It covers the OPM officials, and the
New Deal higher-ups. who refused to
build stock-piles of rubber or tin ....
But "America, 1941," covers a certain amount of incipient glory, too. It
covers men who did have foresight
before Dec 7, and tried to ' awaken
HS aii. It covers a President who
uc
warned us repeatedly for years that
111-15 Lincoln St. Lewiston ultimately, the war-mad aggressors
would strike at us. It covers many
newspapers which tried to tell this
story down through the years.
And "America, 19 !1". covers a nation
which—after Decen-.'^. 7 -united as
Americans will always unite in peril.
The roots of 1941 go baok to the earliest history of man. They go back to
the two basically different concepts of
man and the State. On the one hand
is our Idea: that governments exist to
protect the rights and freedoms and
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Suddenly war has come to the November, 1918 issue of the "Bates
campus. We are very much aware of Student Magazine" there was the folit, for the second semester and mid- lowing editorial comment: "In the last
years have been shortened, we have few weeks, many of the old traditions
registered for civilian defense, and and customs which have bound us
many young men have already been have seemed to lose their importance;
drafted or have volunteered for service we discarded them almost without
in our armed forces. The tendency is thinking, whenever they conflicted
for us to say to ourselves, "This is an with the requirements of our army.
entirely new situation. How can I ade- We have remodelled our courses to an
quately adjust myself to this prob- extent which last year would have
lem?" In our hurry we seem to have seemed impossible; . . .-. and we have
IV Forensic Teams
forgotten the first World War which discovered that the essentials of a
had just as much effect on the young course can be mastered in a much
Spend Active Week
people of 25 years ago as the present shorter time than we ever believed
The past week has been a busy one crisis has upon us.
possible." How soon will we be able
for several of the junior varsity deto say the same thing?
True, the war was not in our laps
bate teams. Thursday night four
Since last May President Gray has
sophomore girls visited Androscoggin as it is today. Europe now seems but
been
reiterating, "The best contribuGrange at Greene to present an ex- a few yards away, while during the
tion
we
can make to national defense
last
war
it
was
very
remote.
The
radio
hibition debate on the military trainhappiness of men, because man is the
Is
to
do
our own work better than
ing topic. Elizabeth Cort '44 and Mil- has bound us all together. We reacted
noblest work of God. Man is someever." Editorially in May and Novemmuch
more
quickly
this
time.
Campus
dred Cram '44 opposed Despina Douthing more than u machine; man is
kas '44 and Bradley Dearborn '44. life remained fairly normal until mid- ber, 1917 appeared the following statethe highest expression on this sphere
ments: "At the present time every one
The same day two junior teams years were eliminated in 1318 and the
of the idea of God, of a central governis stirred to patriotic service for his
college
year
was
shortened.
Of
course
travelled to Ilockland and debated
ing Principle of the universe. In our
country. Nothing is too great to sacwhen
America
entered
the
war,
many
that evening'before the Men's Club
concept, the ...:i.>iiiudil of God and
rifice in this supreme chance to give.
there. George Antunes '43 and Arnold students enlisted, but the college enthe brotherhood of man, are fundaWhy, then bother about petty trifles?
rollment
remained
fairly
stable.
Not
Stevens '44 favored governmental
mental. And that means thai the inregulation of labor unions while the until the fall of 1918 when the govern- But, trite as it sounds, not every man
dividual is tremendously important;
negative was upheld by Donald Day ment organized a Student Army Train- can enlist; not every woman can go
Government exists for him.
'44 and Edward Dunn '44. Before re- ing Corps and a smaller naval unit for to the front as a Red Cross nurse. . . .
On the other hand, there is the toturning home the following morning all physically fit young men was there It is not fair to say that those who
talitarian idea—an idea as old as huthe teams presented another exhibi- any situation comparable to that of can not do the big things are of no
man tyranny itself—which would say
account
To keep oneself at the
tion debate at the Rockland High today.
that men exist chiefly to advance the
highest point of physical efficiency, in
School assembly.
The trainees (some of whom were readiness for what may come, is a litpower of the State. That concept also
men who would not have otherwise tle thing but It puts oneself on the
denies the brotherhood of man. It
SHEEAN
been in college) drilled, attended spe- side of the assets and not the liabilsays that some men beloug to a mas(Continued from page one)
cial classes, and marched into chapel
ter race, and others to a slave race. It
to mind the fact that nearly all of in military formation. As Harry Rowe ities." "Yet the most fitting response
denies the essentials of Christianity
the material Japan is using to execute says, "There was no gum chewing or for each of us to make is to do to the
by denying brotherhood, and by denythe war was purchased in the United lack of attention to chapel speakers in best of our ability that thing for which
ing brotherhood, it denies the fatherStates, and from personal observa- .those days." After the Armistice these we are here at Bates: to prepare to be
hood of God. . . .
tion he believes that Japan is pre forces were dlBbanded and 1919 saw of service in the future. To do this we
We know the war may be long and
pared for a three or four year war. Bates returning to a routine schedule. must study with earnest, concentrated
costly. We do not know how we will
effort that when our opportunity comes
He warned against false optimism by
work out a durable peace. We know
we may be fitted and ready to fill the
However,
in
1942
almost
within
a
reading of American victories In the
that we have to. We do not need to
place
that is allotted to us."
month
after
the
declaration
of
war
by
newspapers. We have had absolutely
despair. We do not even have to asThe situation is similar; it is we
no victories and probably won't have the United States, we began a re-orsume that the war must needs be long.
any this year. The success of the ganization of college life. Yet in the who must adjust ourselves.
We have to prepare for a long war,
Jananese is without parallel in human
but many things can happen in many
history. In the short space of six
ways. We cannot count on a single
WAR EFFORT
weeks they have captured Shanghai,
one of these happenings. But the
(Continued from page one)
Il3ng Kong, the Philippines, Siam
seeds of weakness, the kicked
"When I saw Bob Hope in 'Caught
have gained control of French-Indo
seeds of self-destruction, are deep in
In the Draft' the other night," Prof.
China, have invaded the Dutch East
the Nazi system.
Indies and Burma, and are now
of tne
Although the length
school Quimby continued. "I realized that
The incredible is today the rule. So
threatening Singapore. He states year has been shortened, the Play probably I was the only member of
we must got set for whatever comes,
that the importance of Burma Is Production Class is going to carry the faculty to be caught in TWO
knowing only that we are fighting and
greater than that of Singapore, be- on its work as planned. It Is a re- drafts—that is, I registered just after
standing for something more than naI graduated from Bates in 1918 and
cause with the loss of the Burma
tionalistic pride or pelf. One does not Road, China would bt cut off, and quirement that each member of the will register for another next month,
like to talk in terms of a religious could not further resist Japan. The class put on one play, which will have just two days before my 45th. birththe same value as a thesis in many
war. But surely it is clear that this is
crying need of the Allies in the Pa- of the other subjects. This gives each day. And that may be another joke
a struggle in its fundamentals
cific is a powerful air force. Until member practical experience in the on the United States Army!*'
between man as the son of God and
that is obtained we cannot hope for art of bringing along a play from
Further evidence of the detachment
man as a machine. And man as the victory.
with which Prof. Quimby can look
script to production.
son of God must inevitably triumph,
The battle area he described as diThus far four students have per- back on his association in the last,
no matter in how many valleys of the
vided into three important zones.- The formed their jobs as producers. war may be found in the followir;]
shadow he must walk on his pathway
first, the hook of the mainland which George Klrwin '42 produced a play anecdote: "You know, army life is
toward the stars.
starts with Shanghai and Hong Kong, for the Heelers before vacation. The hard for a man who turns out to be
runs down around Singapore and up Christmas Play was put on by Pris- a coach of debating and teacher of
BATES ON THE AIR
to Burma is almost all lost as he
Helen Mason '42 and Norman Tem- noted. The second zone is the cres- cllla Bowles '42. Barbara White '42 public speaking. In the army both
ple '44 are in charge of the weekly cent of the Dutch East Indies which was in charge of presenting scenes are confined largely to saying, 'Yes,
radio program to be presented to- are being invaded and which may from "Death Takes a Holiday", "and sir'. It also came hard to my logical
night at 8.15 over WCOU. An unus- fall in a very short t'me. The third John Marsh '43 produced a scene mind when in training school I was
ually interesting evening is in store zone which, if it is lost, will expose from "Abe Lincoln in Illinois". Three awarded two demerits for my army
for listeners, since a detailed expla- our west coast to attack Is the arc more short plays are on the sched- hat (which looked like a discouraged
nation of the workings of the radio extending from Australia to the Ha- ule for the near future. Elaine Young- pumpkin pie, being too far down in
er '43 will present "Hearts Endur- front) to have the inspecting officer
station will be given.
waiian Islands. He believes this is the
ing", the remaining two to be pro- march around behind me and give me
Next week John Marsh '43 will pre- logical place to send an AEF, and
sent a musical show, and consid- feels that this third line of defense duced by Ruth White '42 and Patri- two more because said hat was too
cia Bradbury '42.
far up in behind. Thirty demerits
erable mention of Winter Carnival ac- will keep the invaders from our shores
were supposed to ' lose one the opToday
a
meeting
of
the
Activities
tivities will be made.
for at least a year. He did state Committee will be held to determine portunity for a commission, so when
however, that it is highly probable the policy of the Robinson Players I had over forty I was sent to the
that the Japs will try and bomb our
for the next semester In regard to head of the battalion, who asked me
OUR CHOICE
west coast aircraft factories. It is his. the number and type of plays for pro- where I came from. When I replied,
opinion that, although the loss of any duction.
Bates College' he said, 'So. Well, I
of these bases would be a vital blow,
r.m head of the German Department
we could lose them all and still have
at the University of Minnesota. I
a chance of winning the war.
CHECKER CAB CO.
VARSITY TRACK
hear they have good football teams
Mr. Sheean's outlook for the fu(Continued from page three)
at Bates'. I, never having played
ture is what might be called a pessi600 yard run—Tie for first place be- football at all, agreed1. I got my commistic optimism. His attitude, as ex- tween Mabee, Ba, and Carey, Bo;
mission without further exmlnatlon."
pressed in his address, is much the third, Fitzpatrick, N. Time: 1 m.
Prof. Quimby concludes with "I
same as that of Winston Churchill In 17.8s.
suppose
there must have been some
that he feels that this will be a long
1000 yard run—"Won by Hlllman, funny things in the army, but all of
and hard war. We have already suf- Bo; second. R. Carroll, N; third, Babthem that happened to me wera trafered defeats at the outset, and we cock, Bo. Time: 2m. 22.8s.
gedies. 'Twas a great joke on the
are bound to experience many more
Mile—Won by Hlllman, Bo; second, Kaiser, too, because Jusf as soon as
setbacks before we may gain the Ini- W. Carroll, N; third. Smith, Ba. Time:
I got my commission they called the
tiative. However, he believes that if 4m. 32s.
war off."
the American people will discard the
Two-mile—Tie for first between
myth of invincibility and really get
One of the most eloquent of the
Prohodsky, N, and Parker, N; third,
behind the war effort, our produc- Benjamin, Bo. Time: 10m. 6s.
reports of our instructors' wartime
tion lines, our armed forces, and a
Shot put—Won by Sigsbee, Ba; activities comes from Prof. Raymond
will to win will bring an eventual
second,
Pistorino, N; third, Gustafl Kendall. It reads: Laboratory Techvictory.
nician, Paris, France. Detached serson, N. Distance:—44 ft 11 In.
Lewiston
vice ifrom army to American Red
35-pound weight—Won by Hemmen
Cross—German Prison Camps.
way, Ba; second, Foster, N; third,
Perkins, Bo. Distance: 48 ft 2H in.
THE BARBER
second, Gustafson, N; third, Briggs,
Hiph jump-Tie for first between
Bo. Distance: 21 ft 5H in
far
Hodge, N, and Hansen, Bo; third, Lavin, N. Height: 6 ft. 13-8 in.
ED8 and COEDS
Broad jump—Won by Davln. N;

Students Produce
Three More Plays

Taxi Phone 2000

PECK'S

JANUARY SALES

SALE of
BOXED

WRITING
PAPER

39c3 b$Tes
Reg. 50c each

Manufacturers' closeouts and
mill over-stock ... all perfect, first quality. Vellum and
linen finish papers in note
size, folded or long sheets . .
In White, Blue, Tan or Grey.
Many types of boxes Including
leatherette and double drawer.
Keep the letters going to the
boys In camp.

R. W. CLAR]
Bates Own Druggist
Reliable-Prompt-Accurate I
Courteous
TEL. 125
Cor. Main & Bates

Plaza Grill
Home of Good Food I
Up-to-the-minute Soda
Fountain. Air-Conditioned |
Modern Booths
UNION 8QUARE
LEWISTON

TEL. 1353

HOOD'S
DELICIOUS ICI CREAM
New Being Sold at
YOOR BATES COLLEGE STDRBI

Protect Your Eyes
Central Optical Co.
E. L. VININd
Refletered Optometrist
Tel. S39
1M MAIN BT.

LEWISTON

New Group Of Smart
6-7 ft. RIDGETOP ASH

$5.50

6-7 ft. RIDGETOP HICKORY $7.95
SPECIAL

Dinner Gowns and Evening Gowns

Draper's Bakery

for Carnival Hop
$14.95 up

54 Ash Street'
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office Tel. HI*MJ

A $15.00 Value
RIDGETOP

HICKORY

SKIS

With Steel Edge at $10.95
Steel Ski Poles
Ski Bindings

$3.98 to $6.95

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

29 Ash Street,

$1.98 to $2.98

Cable Bindings

$3.59

EAT AT

Kandahar Bindings

$4.98

STECKINO'S

Ski Bindings Mounted Free!

Sears Roebuck & Co.
212 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON
TEL. 6100

BILL

Tel. 2143-2144-3272

SERVING

Italian & American
Foods
104 MIDDLE ST
LEWISTON
Where You Get Large Dinners
For Private Partlaa Call 2664

TUFTS

BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
1W MIDDLE 8T.

LBWISTOB

Telephone 1719

Chaae Hall .

AT

Seavey 's

240 COURT ST.

AUBURN

YOUR JEWELERl

"Complete Banking Service"

Hour.: i-it— 1-a

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records

Diliois
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Lewiston Trust Co-

Auburn
News
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